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1 - Which campus do you attend?

27.63%

25.29%

47.08%

 Chickasha  Cowan  El Reno



2 - Are You a High School Student?

38.00%

62.00%

 Yes  No



3 - El Reno High School Students

Bethany

Calumet

El Reno

Epic

Home School

Mustang

Piedmont

Union City

Yukon

Select Your High
School
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Auto Collision
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Diesel

Early Care &
Education

Emergency Services

HVAC

Pre-Engineering

Service Careers

Select Your Program
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6- El Reno Programs



4 - Cowan High School Students
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8 - Cowan CV Tech Program

Bio-Med

Accounting &
Business Mngt

Health Careers I

Health Careers II
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Practical Nursing

Project SEARCH

Surgical
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Select Your
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5 - Chickasha High School Students
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7 - Chickasha CV Tech Program
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Business & Medical
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Select Your Program
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9 - Was your enrollment process easy?

3.81%0.85%

17.37%

77.97%

 Yes  Somewhat  No  I don't remember



10 - What could have made enrollment easier? (select any that apply)

An in-person
appointment

An online
application

An online test
schedule

More information/
Easier to find

information

Other (fill in
below)

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

10_5_TEXT - Other (fill in below)

Other (fill in below)

Mine was fine, no problems

Reduce waiting duration

It wasn’t difficult.

N/A

I had no problems enrolling

it was fine

Easier to understand financial aid explanation. I found it confusing and left without being clear on the guidelines (such as charging, what I needed to

pay with fafsa check) despite asking multiple questions.

I felt like it was nice and easy

I don’t have any recommendations on making this any easier. It was a very simple process.

This is nothing that could have been helped due to covid.

N/A

Y'all did great!!

Accurate information



Other (fill in below)

N/a

nothing that i can think of

Honestly it’s been too long since I’ve enrolled so I don’t remember. I’m sure it was fine

Nothing

nothing

Everything was easy

Explain about the courses as well as how it will be taught

Nothing, it was pretty easy and quick to do.

Mrs. Garcia and Mrs. Booth made my enrollment process very easy and they always made sure I was informed on everything months in advance.

The online enrollment didn't work.



11 - How did you first learn about attending CV Tech?

8th Grade Days

An event at my high
school

Teacher/ Counselor

A friend or family
member

A mailing

Online search

Other (fill in
below)

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220

11_7_TEXT - Other (fill in below)

Other (fill in below)

Attended before

Former student

I’ve attended before as a high school student at El Reno.

I've been a returning student since 2005 with GJCC :)

I live by the El Reno campus. My dad also attended CVTECH.

Previous enrollments for CNA CMA

Sophmore Visit

I originally attended in high school for a different program.

I have attended previously in high school

friends and family, teachers and counselors, and event at my highschool

I did the summmer programs when i was little

In a TAP program



Other (fill in below)

Kids that were in the program and my uncle came to votech for cadd

6th Grade Careers Class

School

i attended another program in highschool

My teacher from my school.

Cv quest Summer camp

Parent told me about it.

My mom suggested it

My Grandma worked here so I knew I always wanted to attend.

Drive past the school so decided to stop at it to see what options were available

Work Force

discovery days ( we did this as freshmen in high school)

My brother attended here at this campus.

Sophomore tours

Employee

Sophomore Tours



12 - Ultimately, who or what made you decide to apply to CV Tech?

2.81%
13.28%

4.53%

72.81%

6.56%

 Something else (fill in below)  A counselor or teacher  Interest in a program/career  A friend  A family member

12_1_TEXT - Something else (fill in below)

Something else (fill in below)

Myself

Pass rate for NCLEX

Next step

The NCLEX success rate of the program.

The pass rate for the NCLEX

I loved the experience 17yrs ago, and built relationships along with great rapport in the process! I feel so comfortable in coming to anyone of the

adult healthcare career instructors (Rosemary, Karen, & Lisa just to name a few) the most awesome nurses/women/teachers god created perfectly to

do this job!!

lack of classes at ninnekah

I was accepted into the nursing program

Distance from house and hours of class

College credit



Something else (fill in below)

My mom

Price

Unknown

I wanted to do welding so I did and now I want to do precision machining

Comprehensive Website

I’ve always liked planes and someone told me he was a mechanic so thought I would try it

Next step sholarship

Alternative schooling, went to Project Connect

Wanting to gain a new skill

Teacher

The desire to get better at what I love to do.

myself

Just to try something new I honestly didn’t k ow what I was getting into

myself

Opportunity

Hvac program takes 2 years off of the apprentice requirements to be eligible for Journeyman

Teacher

No one made me decide to apply, I wanted to apply.

i thought it would be fun

Myself

myself

myself

To get some skills

Visiting the cvtech and looking at all the different programs and talking to the kids that were currently in them.



Something else (fill in below)

Updating my office skills, to further career.

I kind of got thrown into votech

It had the program I wanted to go to

Interest in learning new information/skills

Classes offered close to my house



13 - Did that family member or friend attend CV Tech or another career tech?

Yes

I'm not sure

No
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14 - Do you still think this program/career is for you?

21.12%

2.16%

76.72%

 Yes  Maybe  No



15 - Based on your experience at CV Tech, would you recommend us to your friend or

family member?

Definitely would not

Probably would not

Not sure

Probably would

Definitely would

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450



16 - What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

the breaks and the creativity (when ever i get to be it)

hands on learning

Family oriented

Structure and program time

Self paced program

Everyone is so helpful

It is self paced

Learning environment

The people

Caring instructors

Hands on work

The availability to further someones career from High School to Adulthood.

Instructors and quality education

The employees all seem to enjoy what they do genuinely, and it makes all the difference.

NA

Cleanliness

The self pace approach.

The learning environment.

the friendships i have made

the large list of adult corses

its small

The atmosphere is very welcoming.



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

It's self pace structsure

Just how understanding the teachers and all the people on campus are. If you need help they will always help you.

What I learn is preparing me for the future.

They teach great social skills through Skills USA

Relaxed setting and the ability to work to my own pace

What I like about CV Tech is that you can learn at your own pace.

The people, environment, and teaching

the food

Getting to work at your own pace.

Flexible

My instructors

The practical nursing program is extremely thorough. The instructors are all amazing. There is a sense of community at our campus. I truly feel, all

in all, as though I will complete this program more advantaged in a lot of ways.

Employees are friendly and attentive. Teachers are awesome

The environment created by all members in the facility.

the friends i make

They treat each Student as part of the larger cvtech Family. They are interested in the wellbeing of the students

Hands on learning/Instructors are up-to-date with the real world and apply to program.

Instructors, class mates, individualized learning

The Culture

The positive atmosphere

Flexible class schedule

N/A

My peers



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

The self pace learning

I love the go at your own pace in the LPN program

Everyone (staff) is very friendly

Everything.

People

Adults show more respect to you than highschool's do.

You actually learn the skill and put it into use everyday.

Being able to be creative

The work at your own pace and guidance by trained professionals

Self paced program

The smiling faces of instructors all around the school.

Friendliness

That it’s geared towards working adults

All of the staff is friendly and in my program particularly I get the help I need when I need it.

My classmates!

Atmosphere

Own pace

Cooking

The atmosphere

I have met some of the most interesting individuals in my life here. It can be good or bad.

how friendly everyone is

the labs

The teachers are absolutely great and very very helpful, I also enjoy having a smaller class as it makes it easier for a teacher to answer any

questions. The staff in general is great



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

the instructors

The people

The information and ability to learn more than what is assigned in the classroom

The people and programs

you get to learn at your own pace, the food is great, and the campus creates a very productive working environment.

Making new friends from other schools, and actually being able so see if I would like the career before going to college for it. It also guarantees me

a job in high school and in college.

the people,they are so helpful with everything the staff are so friendly

Getting to build things with friends

The hands on experience not to much computer work.

Friendly environment

Getting to learn about what I am passionate about while having fun.

the safe learning environment and the support given to you by the instructors

kk

Making projects

I'm getting a better education that my sending school.

I enjoy the hands-on and project-based learning environment.

Not sure. Probably the variety of things that are done here.

Preparing me for college

other students

The Design Process, or the steps creating complete project.

Will help build skills, and prepare a person to have a nice early headstart after leaving Highschool

The teachers genuinely want to see you exceed and they make time to help you understand stuff. I like that my program specifically is self paced.

How the task our based off of your own pace in your program.



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

idk

the people i meet in graphic design

The supportive community of students and instructors

the programs

I like having the freedom

The teachers

Olin bundy

The hands on learning.

People with similar interests

Not sure honestly.

getting the opportunity to grow my education as well as getting leadership opportunities

Sometimes its a nice break from "regular" school, and the classes are smaller so you kinda get to know everyone in your class.

functionality and social interactions

The Staff

They have great teachers and small classes.

small classes

All the hands on projects

The people that you get to interact with !!

The graphic design class doesnt feel like school, it feels like a hobby because I enjoy it

steady paced curriculum, and experienced instructor.

The People

The teachers are awesome

Small class sizes

Well I do clean window watering plants and my next future will be programer



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

Miss Mai

The pacing between practical bookwork and hands on practice really lets me use what I'm reading and writing down while still having access to a

instructor to help when needed.

My teacher

Meeting new people from all over and the instructors caring about your life.

My favorite thing about CV Tech is how hands on it is, and it’s not just reading books you actually get to experience things.

The people

The classmates

Its free

the environment of learning

The class that I’m in. It’s something I’m really interested in.

Working on cars with friends

Being on my own pace.

getting my welding certifications

The self pace work and being able to work on my own

meeting new people that have the same interests as you.

the friendly environment and helpful staff, also the cafe ladies are killin it

Being around likeminded people.

The friendly environment and the ways the classroom works.

Even though cvtech is a school it makes me feel like im not at school. It feels so much more open and more freedom then a regular school does.

I like how you can work at your own pace.

Mr. Bundy and his teaching and learning about what I want to learn (industry).

Small class sizes, excellent teachers, quality learning tools and curriculum, other students that attend.

the class



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

Hands on experience

The fact it is very hands on

every thing

the teachers. Mrs.Popp, Mrs.Lhor,Mrs.J, and Mr.Shriver are the best

The hands-on work.

i actually get experience in the careers that i am needing

gives me time to focus on the things i like to do

The people that work here and the people I work with in class.

the staff

Teachers and all administration have always been so friendly and as helpful as they possibly could be.

The instructors and the hands on learning

The people here are very kind.

Learning how to weld

Class

i am being taught stuff ill actually use

Creative Freedom

The hands on training

Learning new stuff

It is a fun class and I learn about other things I didn’t know

The ability to learn & progress at my own pace, and to physically see the results of honing my knowledge in my trade

The people and environment

The people I'm around.

The food

The instructors and the work and experience



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

The food

The budget and broad variety of different career fields.

Airplanes

The Friendliness of everybody

Projects

The program that im in because its what i want to do in the future

Instructors and staff genuinely care about the students.

How you get treated like adults and not little kids. For example in my health careers class we learn about some things that may make us

uncomfortable or we may have to see things that you would never imagine seeing at school but everyone is mature about it because for this career
it is just the real world things that we will need to get use to.

Teachers

the teachers

The amount of college credits and how small the classes are

The people

How your assignments that you do are done at your own pace, but assignments still have a due date.

The teachers

The teachers

Independence in the shop

The NextStep scholarship

Work application

Easy drive from my house.

Much better alternative to college

How friendly the staff is and the learning environment

The next step scholarship.

The Cafeteria



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

Lunch room

Teachers can help students more since the class sizes are smaller.

The teacher’s and the learning experience

My adult only class

the people

Math

just that its better than school because I'm not sitting in a classroom all day

how individual everyone is. its not like highschool where everyone takes math, everyone takes english, everyone is forced to pick an elective. if

someone is at CVTech its because they WANT to be, not because they're forced.

The teachers are great

The staff and career opportunities

The people

the socialization

learning for sure

The class

My favorite thing is probably the people, the instructors are so kind and care more about just getting paid, they care about your well being and how

you are mentally. I also love the classmates and friends you will make along the way because cvtech helps us all work together

My teachers are cool and chill.

The choice of in person or virtual

Everyone is always nice and I love working on cars and maybe open my own shop one day.

The affordable schooling

WORKING AT MY OWN PACE FOR LEARNING

I get to work on my future.

I like that we are held responsible for ourselves while also being guided in a flexible work environment. I am able to do things without having to have

someone hold my hand because it's taught well and I can get help when I need it. The environment isn't as stressful and it makes it a lot easier to
learn and get my work done.



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

Very nice campus, and my teacher is very nice and respectful and very down to earth. Also the lunch ppl make me laugh there nice.

learning new things

Small classes

I like the teachers. You get more one on one time, and it’s easier to ask questions when needed.

elective class

The environment

The staff doesn't bug the students with a mass amounts of complicated information

My favorite thing about CVTech is that I’m in an atmosphere of people who are dedicated and passionate about the reason they are there.

New experiences

the environment

It is almost impossible to fail. While students are trying to find to right careers for themselves, teachers ensure that you are always thriving. They

never let you fall behind.

The opportunity of higher education that is solely focused on my chosen career path.

Having a self-paced class, a calm environment, and being prepared for an actual career.

It’s really easy and fun and you get a jump start on your career of choice

That you can do the work at your own pace.

my teacher is able to give me and other students her full and undivided attention one at a time

the vending machines

Its existence

The quality of the program for the price

Good teacher

People and things you learn

It’s an easy way to get ahead in life.

I enjoy the class work.



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

hands on learing

The hands on learning

Cooking

The freedom you get to experience compared to a classroom at a high school.

meeting new people and learn their stories

Friendly staff and awesome teachers

the energy and environment

the people

Seth

HANDS ON EXPIERENCE

Skills USA way to go

Snacks

Gives us the opportunity and skills to advance into a career rather then spending thousands of dollars for classes that have less personal connection.

Make friends and help another.

How helpful my teacher Mrs. Slimp is

The teachers and the things that I am doing in the classes

My class

Hands on learning

The hands on learning.

Meeting new people, getting to know instructor.

Teachers and friends

My favorite thing about CV Tech is the opportunities that come with going to school here. I think it's a great environment to learn and grow. It makes

me confident in my future

Cook and eat



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

You can eat and cook

The ability for independence and opportunities provided.

All the nice people and opportunities you get to have while your at CV Tech.

I love how i am presented with the opportunity to further the things i've learned from cvtech into my world as they sometimes present job opportunity

The fact that I am being prepared to immediately enter the workforce.

It prepares you for jobs unlike school.

The teachers are cool

learning new things everyday

Learning about things I'm interested in

the friends you make and the experiment here you can do

My Certifications I get and having friends

the people

The new people and opportunities i get

being in the classrooms with the kids

poeple

Long lunch and project connect

The friends I have met here.

friends

It teaches you about all of these different careers that anyone can take

My favouritw thing about CV Tech is the in depth education and extra time you get in each program compared to a high school class.

being able to learn hands on

It's so much different then normal school. I enjoy doing the work I am doing at CV Tech.

the surveys

Learning stuff you’ll actually use



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

The course

The fact that it isn't high school.

the culture

Getting to learn new things every day

The people I met here.

Hours being convenient

Bute

the people i meet

The teachers enthusiasm

Freedom and trust the students have with the teachers

the family like atmosphere

The hands on parts

the people

family atmosphere

That it’s not like college

hands on experience

working

nothing

the support i get from teachers

You get to do hands-on things

My instructor Rachael Somers and also the access we have to equipment.

my buddies being here also

The fact that it works as a class from my sending school

Coming to learn something new everyday



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

The experience of learning something new.

The college credit

having longer lunch and the teachers don't sometimes act like they are payed to just be there

Having a longer lunch time and teachers are more laid back meaning they're chill

All in one campus. Ease of attending. Self paced classes

Environment

the experince it has given me

The freedom of being able to do what I enjoy and want to advance in within a career.

The atmosphere

The environment

my classmates

I like that my education is in my hands ,and how almost everything we do is hands on.

They treat you like you are grown not a child like a normal school would

The environment and the friends I have made .

how free we are and how not uptight everyone is

working in the shop

independence

i like that ive met new people

I like the fact that it’s not a long class and for the amount of information you learn it’s very beneficial for your future career

Convenience

The fact I can better job in a year than I would've gotten in college.

The closeness of the classrom with classmates

Being able to apply mechanical and educational skills to complete a goal

Being able to gain experience with the help of other people in the class and the instructor.



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

Teachers

Cooking

I like to Make recipe

Def not as good as last year all I'm going to say is I miss Don and if not him directly at least his system of doing things but hey I'm sure I'm just a

student and my opinion about this bozo means nothing so there ya have it.

Working at the cafeteria with Mrs yoke

The teacher

The cooking and activities

Working on the Hotel work.

Seeing new people

The Teachers and staff! They are always so friendly and nice!

The Instructors

Oh well I absolutely love everybody no matter what happens.

You're able to actually learn what you do on field. Many courses kind of go over what you do but not what you actually do.

Environment and Community

My favorite thing about CV Tech is the environment

The chill atmosphere

Real world job experience and job opportunities

“My favorite thing about CV Tech is the learning environment is hands on and the staff is very caring.

Getting to learn about topics I like (medical things), Mrs. Brannum is also an amazing math teacher!!

Making new friends

Favorite thing is the teachers care about your education.

It's always challenging and you learn in very hands on ways. CVTech exposes me to a type of learning that was never available at YHS.

the environment



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

I made new friends

The different types of lab activities

group learning environment and small class sizes

being able to do something i like and that im interested in

Nice campus

The people in the class are super nice and welcoming to anyone.

My favorite thing about CVTech is how hands on it is compared to various high schools.

No freshmen, The food, clean Bathrooms, and With Great Classes.

The different way to learn.

I like how quick it is to obtain certifications as well as the hands on experience

the experience and friends I have acquired

the students

It created a confidence in me and helped me learn my abilities

The people both teachers and students

The learning about the different aspects of the field I want to be in

the people

its better then high school

the friends

the hands on experience

Able to go at my own pace

Friendly environment

My favorite thing about CV Tech is getting to have the ability to learn a career while being in high school.

All of the teachers

The go at your own pace work schedule



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

The openess

my favorite thing about Cvtech is the experience i get.

ICEMAN!

All the tools and machines

The programs

Mr. Graham

The ability to learn skills

Just learning different trades

Being affordable and being able to learn how to work with hands

Hands on work

The friends Ive made, and the people that Ive met.

Self-paced full of activities to participate in

Accessibility

the opportunity to learn things that i otherwise wouldn't at my highschool

The friendships and being able to learn what I am interested in!

the time and flexibility available

The helpful and fun learning environment.

.....

The helpful instructors ready to learn new things with me.

Hours and schedule, with being a mom, wife, business owner this schedule made it possible for me to return to school!

I love the environment

Flexibility, hands on, small class sizes, low cost, stepping stone careers

I love the community and how every one is a family

the kids



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

The assignments.

how nice my classmates are

I love how involved the teachers and staff are in students education. They want to teach and they want their students to succeed and I think that is

amazing.

The instructors

small classes and long periods

the opportunities provided to learn everything and experience my career field

Lunch

I like how we have smaller class sizes so classes are more interactive and activity-based.

The “non-typical” school setting

The people

The quality of education

The people

Very welcoming and nice people. & teachers strive to have us be the best we can be

Nice people

The food

The smaller sized classes and the closer relationships resulting from that with other students and teachers which also improves the quality of

education received.

The friends that I've made.

I have a great teacher

Hands on learning

The people

Individualized Schedule and Pace

The friends you can make there.

The community



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

The people

My teachers are my favorite thing about CV Tech.

healthy environment

the hands-on activities

All of the staff are very kind and helpful

Caring and learning about children

independance

The experience to go to a school and it not feeling like school is fun.

The atmosphere, the lunch ladies, Mr.Hess

The friendly and supporting enviroment

The kitchen

The time and flexibility I get

The teachers, they understand and respect us on a professional and personal level.

The break time

The opportunity

We get more exposure to more fields of medicine and we get more hands-on experience

The personnel are so attentive and so willing to help.

It is a very friendly environment

How small the class sizes are and knowing that my teachers genuinely care about me and my grades and that the teachers love their jobs and want

to be there and put in work just as much as we do.

The environment

My favorite thing about cv tech is that I can leave my Home School

Learning new things

The opportunities



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

MS. McDaniel

Getting certifications that I can use later in life

Ms. McDaniel is my favorite thing so far. She seriously cares about us students.

I love how comfortable and relaxed I feel coming here. I never have to worry about others thinking down on me the way they would at my home

school because everyone here is so nice and understanding.

Learning something new everyday

It's not a high school environment, you don't really have a clique or one group that seems or looks better than everyone. We are all here to learn and

better our education to further our career knowledge and paths.

The opportunities

Nice staff , helpful in my career path

The environment of learning.

I value the hands-on learning and the kindness I've received from my teachers and classmates. I've received a more individualized education at CV

Tech than I ever have at my home school.

My favorite thing about CV Tech is the opportunity that we are given to get a foot hold into the industry's we are learning about.

how hands on and one on one the classes are, as well as a nice campus that treats me with the respect i enjoy as an adult. and am not treated like

a kid

Welding

My friends and class

Welding

learning something im excited about

welding

The hands on experience and learning

Hands on activitys

Hands on learning

Mr. Belew

Welding



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

The hands on experience

My class and my teacher's

The programs

It’s cool

The learning experiences I get and some of the people I meet.

the teachers are great and kind the people are kinda nice

teachers

I'm not sure.

Independent Program

the kids

everything i love being with the children

The friendly environment and great instructors

The friendly relationship with classmates and instructor

My favorite things about CVTech are the teachers. My teacher is nothing but hardworking and kind, he is actually cares about the material that he

gives the students and wants to see us succeed.

My Instructor.

The different opportunities you can find here

My teachers

Diversity and Acceptance

Most of the studants are ready to learn. The teachers are great at teaching.

You get hands on experience

Labs

The freedom to work at my own pace.

You get lots of one-on-one help/learning due to smaller class sizes. Also, the hands on expiriments and assignments we get to do.



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

How amazing the program is

My class

The atmosphere

Adult like freedom

the people, the teachers, and the participation in the classrooms

The work environment! Most students, teachers, and faculty members I know give purpose to their attendance here & don't take the opportunity for

granted. It's great for me! >X0)!

Experiences

The overall atmosphere of the school is very welcoming

everything is so laid back and it is a go at your on pace kinda thing. it makes it not feel like school.

Mr. Shannor and his presence

My favorite thing is probably the self paced feeling of the program and the encouragement and understanding from staff.

Having hands on practice with instructors, and the environment

the people

ACCD class offerings

Johnnie carter, and Rayce sanders

Getting to weld and learning more about welding

The program

The attitude and atmosphere.

The friends that ive made.

Classmates

Hands on and a good experience

the teachers

People



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

My teachers are very supportive and help us in every way they can.

I'm able to get away from my home school, which I feel threatened in and dislike because of immature students who don't take school seriously.

People at CVTech take school more seriously and at least attempt at their work, and they are more friendly than people at Piedmont.

Opportunities

My favorite thing about Cvtech is how its selfpace and a good environment.

The teachers

Trying different things

The caring and supportive people

Similar people in my program

The family you have while learning

That it is so welcoming and I’m getting my further education while still in hoghschool

That I can work at my own pace and can be with other people who actually want to be at school and care about the same things I do.

The different way of learning

my teachers

The smaller class sizes and more 1 on 1 time

you become a family with people from different schools.

Making new friends and learning skills that will help me in the future

Bond with everyone and freedom to express yourself

Meeting new people and getting a head start.

Small class sizes

The environment

I love the programs available, the knowledgeable and kind instructors, the grants/financial assistance that is given to students, how the school is

built and run on a daily basis, etc. I have much appreciation for this school and will always recommend it to someone looking to further their
education. CVTech has been absolutely wonderful to me since 2016 and I am very thankful for this school.

hands on work!

Getting the learn hands on



What is your favorite thing about CV Tech?

Comfortable and respectable environment and staff.

The Staff

The flexibility around my schedule.

small class size

They care about our education

The atmosphere

the ability to go at your own pace

Everyone is nice and outgoing.

The hands on experiences and how nice and helpful the instructors are. Plus, I love how they implement their CTSO’s into each program.

The learning experience

The walk from building 400 and 200

Just how everyone is nice and how smooth everything goes

The people that are there

Friendships

Hands on learning and long taught teachers



17 - Why not?

Why not?

The program is self taught, and hard to follow due to different grading styles.

When i first started this program everything was good, this was back in 2019. Covid struck halfway into the program so i took their 180 loa, when i

returned i was there for a week then told the following week that i was 3 weeks behind and when talkimg with the PN director she made a comment
as i was crying, saying she wasnt sure if i would attend another if i got out of school due to the high stress, i didnt know how to respond and i went

back on the waitlist to return. Also in the beginning i had one instructor comment on my personal hygiene and that i should work more on that. Most
of the instructors we had in the beginning would continue to tell us over and over to look in the book when we came to them with questions we

couldnt understand or find. I also had problems with instructors not changing a grade when a question was on something not even in the chapter and
its pointed out to them. This was a difficult experience with this program.

The racism, sexism is quite annoying and some staff, honestly do not know how to work with something like that

Because some of y’all’s instructors don’t teach anything that’s why I swapped out of welding the show you how to lay a beed but not how to

fabricate

I have not had the best experiences with the teachers or the students.

It really isn't for specific career choices, so if you go in wanting to learn about a certain career that you want to do. you will most likely get there and

do something else.

The teachers do not understand our mental health and life at home. They act as if we are emotionless husks. I am constantly drowning in homework

and stress. I wouldn't wish anyone to go through the same experience.



18 - How often do you wear your CV Tech T-shirt?

Every week

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

I didn't get one/
can't find my shirt
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19 - When you need information about CV Tech (schedule, weather alerts, etc.), where

would you go first to get that information?

Social media

CV Tech website

Text a friend who
goes here

My high school

Wait for a School
Messenger
notification

None of these

TV/News
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20 - Social Media Channels Select Have/Follow CV Tech if you have and follow CV Tech

on social media Otherwise, select Have or Don't Have for each platform

End of Report

Have - Follow CV
Tech

Have

Don't Have
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Instagram

TikTok

Facebook

Snapchat

Twitter

LinkedIn
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